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Improvement of the temporal resolution of cardia c
CT reconstruction algorithms using an optimized

filtering step
Sébastien Roux, Laurent Desbat, Anne Koenig and Pierre Grangeat

Abstract— In this paper we study a property of the filterin g
step of multi-cycle reconstruction algorithms used in the field o f
cardiac CT. We show that the common filtering step procedur e
is not optimal in the case of divergent geometry and decrease
slightly the temporal resolution . We propose to use the filterin g
procedure related to the work of Noo at al 171 and show tha t
this alternative allows to reach the optimal temporal resolutio n
with the same computational effort.

I . INTRODUCTIO N

Modern scanners using helical acquisition and fast rotatio n
speed can now be used in cardiac imaging [8] . However
due to the still limited temporal resolution of the gantry ,
dedicated reconstruction methods have to be used . A wid e
class of algorithms typically use a periodicity hypothesis on
the temporal evolution of the heart to improve the quality o f
the reconstructed images .
Despite these progresses, the temporal resolution is still insuf-
ficient to freeze the motion cr" the heart along all the cardia c
cycle for all heart rates . In this paper, we show that the curren t
algorithms in cardiac CT make a approximation in the filterin g
step, which decreases slightly the temporal resolution . We
propose a simple modification using Noo et all [7] work o n
the so-called very short scan approach to improve the filterin g
step .
We first give some properties of the temporal resolution i n
periodic CT in section II. Then we point out in section II I
the approximation made in the current cardiac CT algorithm s
concerning the filtering step . We propose our modification o f
these algorithms in section IV °nd illustrate the gain in sectio n
V .

II . BEST REACHABLE TEMPORAL RESOLUTION I N

DIVERGENT BEAM PERIODIC CT

In this section we calculate the best temporal resolutio n
achievable in cardiac CT where the evolution of the object
is supposed to be periodic in time in the case of a divergen t
beam acquisition geometry.
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A. Reduction to a 2 dimensional problem and notation s

We first show how to reduce the temporal resolution stud y
to a 2 dimensional problem.
As pointed out by Grass [2], 3D reconstruction algorithms i n
helical cardiac CT have to be approximate . The reason why i s
that the Tuy sufficiency condition is not satisfied with a sourc e
trajectory composed by discontinuous helix segments centere d
on the same phase in different heart cycles . Thus approximat e
methods using a 3D backprojection are widely used in 3 D
cardiac CT. These approximate algorithms use a definition o f
needed source position sets formulated in transverse planes .
Therefore their property regarding temporal resolution doesn' t
depend on the third dimension and can be studied as a 2 -
dimensional problem .
In the following, we suppose that the projections of a periodi-
cally time varying object are acquired in a divergent geometry .
These projections are noted :

g ( a , 5(y)) = f f(d(a) + l 5(y)) d l
0

In equation (1), A denotes the angular parameter of the sourc e
position, â the unit vector of the integration line parametrize d
by the angle y E [—ym, y„,] (see figure 1) . We note Trot the
scanner rotating period, Tf the period of the object evolutio n
and take an integer number N of cycles for the acquisitio n
time : T = NTf .

Fig . I . Divergent geometry

B. Calculation of the temporal resolution

1) Without periodicity hypothesis : The temporal resolution
is commonly defined as the temporal window of the dat a
that contribute to the reconstruction (another definitions tha t
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we don't consider here can take into account the redundanc y
weight in the calculation of the temporal resolution) . In the
case of the divergent geometry, the best temporal resolutio n
is consequently obtained when using the shortest trajectory
segment in the reconstruction . From the work of Noo [7], the
corresponding set is called the very short scan, and corre-
sponds for a given point to be reconstructed to the minimum
segment of the trajectory satisfying the condition stating that
all line passing through this point intersect the trajectory . The n
the temporal resolution is point-dependent as shown in figure
2, bounded by T2 ' Zry"` and TZ̀ 1T+ 2~"` . In the center, the
temporal resolution is equal to Tz1. .

Fig. 2 . Map of the optimal temporal resolution using a standard reconstructio n
algorithm . Three trajectory segments centered on the same parameter value
'troc associated to three points are represente d

2) With periodicity hypothesis : When the periodicity hy-
pothesis is used, the temporal resolution definition becom e
the length of the temporal window of contributing data within
the cardiac cycle. It can be evaluated numerically, for a given
point and a given phase to be reconstructed by first extractin g
from the acquired projection set, for each line direction, th e
line with closest phase passing through the point . Then th e
temporal resolution is equal to the maximum phase difference
between two projections of this set of lines .
The corresponding temporal resolution map is more comple x
than in the static case, due to the periodicity use . We give tw o
examples in the figure 3 .
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Fig. 3 . Map of temporal resolution for two cases Trot = 0 .665s and Trot =
0.715s with Tf = 1, N = 6 .

III . DESCRIPTION OF THE FILTERING PROCEDURE I N

CARDIAC CT RECONSTRUCTION ALGORITHM S

A. Main cardiac CT algorithms description

The cardiac CT algorithms can be organized in two classe s
depending on the nature of the 3D static algorithm tha t
is coupled with the use of the periodicity hypothesis . The
first class uses an interpolation step before applying a 2 D
algorithm . For example Kachelriess method [3] [5] consist s
in interpolating ray by ray from a multislice helical CT
acquisition a 2D projection set closer to the cardiac phase
that is to be reconstructed . Then a 2D fan-beam algorithm
is performed on this set . Flohr [1] proposed also a method
based an 2D slice interpolation, but using a adapted numbe r
of heart cycle depending on the patient heart rate . Thi s
method includes divergent to parallel rebinning . More recent
approaches in cardiac CT combine an approximate reconstruc-
tion algorithm using 3D backprojection with the use of the
periodicity hypothesis . More precisely, Grass [2] and Manzk e
[6] recently proposed an algorithm called ECR (Extende d
Cardiac Reconstruction) consisting in the following steps :

. row by row geometric rebinning of the acquired data fro m
the divergent geometry to the parallel fan beam geometry ,

. conical weighting ,

. row by row I D ramp filtering ,

. weighting to handle the periodicity and the redundanc y
of the data and back-projection .

Kachelriess [4] proposed a similar approach where the filterin g
step was performed on the detector along lines parallel to th e
tangent of the trajectory .

B . Approximation due to the filtering step

An important property of all these algorithms is that the
filtering step is never performed on projections acquired
on the same instant .

. In the method that we will denote method A from Gras s
[2], Manzke [6] and where rebinning into the parallel ge-
ometry is made firstly, the difference between acquisitio n
times within a rebinned projection can reach W"

. In the method that we will denote method B from Kachel-
riess [3] [5], because of the ray by ray interpolatio n
coupled with the use of the symmetry property, th e
acquisition times within a projection used in the filterin g
procedure can differ in the worst case from a lenght equa l
to the temporal resolution .

IV. IMPROVEMENT OF THE RETROSPECTIVE GATIN G

ALGORITHMS USING NOO's FILTERING FORMUL A

A. Principle

In order to obtain the best temporal resolution, the followin g
two constraints Cl and C2 must be satisfied :
- C l : the symmetry property and of the shortest illumination
window have to be used ,
- C2 : the high pass and non local filter has to be applied o n
consistent data acquired on the same time .
Existing methods don't satisfy this two constraints . We pro -
pose to use some steps of the method from Noo [7] to solv e
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this problem . We give two versions of our solution : one in
the divergent geometry, and a second with rebinning to th e
parallel geometry :

I) Algorithm in divergent geometry: The algorithm step s
are the following :

• 1) Filtering of the acquired projections g(A, â) accordin g
to Noo's filtering formula to obtain gF (A,9) :

g F (A,6)_-

	

d6 hH-6)g'(A,6)

	

(2)
S 1

with :

	

9'(A,â) = âg ( A ,4)4=d
hH (x)

	

f±x —isign(v)e~ VX d v

. 2) Cardiac interpolation (i .e . periodicity based interpola-
tion)

▪ 3) Redundancy handling and reconstruction with the ver y
short scan approach .

2) Algorithm with rebinning to the parallel geometry :
Rebinning to the parallel geometry is often desired, since i t
generally improves the algorithm computational efficiency an d
allows the use of dedicated backprojection hardware . We ca n
satisfy the constraints Cl and C2 and include rebinning to the
parallel geometry with the following method :

• 1) Filtering and rebinning according the the rebinnin g
formula (3) from Noo [7] . This formula performs th e
ramp filter on data acquired on the same time and th e
rebinning to the parallel geometry, giving access to th e
ramp filtered projections pF :

1
pF( 9 , a (~) .

9) =
2~a, ( a) . 9 gF( A , 9)

	

(3 )

with gF defined in (2)

. 2) Cardiac interpolation (i .e. periodicity based interpola-
tion)

• 3) Backprojection

Due to its efficiency, we keep in the following this secon d
algorithm and will denote it as method C. We summarize the
structural difference between the three methods A,B and C i n
the figure 4 .

V. ILLUSTRATION OF THE GAIN USING A SIMPLE TEST

Fig . 4 . Structural difference of the proposed method (C) with the existing
approaches . Method (A) corresponds to l2], (6] l4], and method (B) to (5]. I n
our scheme, the position of the filtering step is different. It is performed as a
first step using formula (3) which allows the use of data acquired on the same
time .
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Fig . 5 . Description of the phantom . The phantom is composed by five spheres
that are periodically visible . We take N = 6, to = 0 .5s and 6 = 0.14s . Top:
definition of the static phantom . Bottom : sinogram before and after masking
the projections to obtain the time-varying phantom .

A. Simulated time varying object

We use a simple phantom composed by five spheres . We
make it appear and disappear periodically in time . The spheres
are visible during 2ô around the instants to + kTf with k =
O . .N (see figure 5) . We use the theoretical temporal resolutio n
map of the figure 3 to get a setting where the theoretical B. Reconstruction results

temporal resolution is sufficient only for some regions of the We have tested the algorithms A,B and C on this phantom .
image . Taking Tf = 1, N = 6, b = 0 .14s, to = 0 .5s, Trot = The results are gathered in figure 4 . All cardiac interpolation
0 .665s, the temporal resolution is not sufficient in the center scheme are nearest neighbor interpolation in the phase domain .
but allows the exact reconstruction of the vertical spheres C4 With this kind of phantom, the lack of temporal resolution i s
and C5 .

	

visible in the sinogram as holes (see figure 6) . Thanks to th e
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Fig . 6. Comparison of sinograms before backprojection for reconstructio n
methods A,B et C applied to the time varying phantom with the parameters :
Trot = 0 .665s, If = 1, N = 6, to = 0 .5s and b = 0 .14s . "Ex" denotes the
exact phantom in its visible state. Method C give the best results .

formula (3), our method performs the filtering on data acquire d
on the same time . On this example, we verify that this metho d
is the only one that reach the theoretical temporal resolutio n
and correctly reconstructs the spheres located in x 2 = ±0 .3 .
(see figure 7) . Moreover, less artifacts in the central region ar e
present .

VI . CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSIO N

In this work we have studied the property of the filterin g
step in cardiac CT algorithms . We have pointed out an
approximation which decreases the temporal resolution and
propose a method to improve the existing methods, which
has been tested on a simulated data . The propose approach i s
easy to integrate in recent helical cardiac CT algorithms an d
permit to reach the best theoretical temporal resolution and
seems to reduce some artefacts when the temporal resolutio n
is still not sufficient to reconstruct correctly . Tests on clinical
data must be performed to confirm this last statement . This
is the aim of our future work.
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